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.tudy of Vernacular Black Engiish (VBE) as u linguist_,.

has raises some questions about the underlying phonological rcp.esen

' t=ons o r Lexical items which differ in spoken form from 3':Ia-,Car., Er is

(SE). One interesting6unresolved quettion is whetner spea,ers of VE'L nave

a different for;' for those lexical items .whicn differ spoken

form fron SE or whether the underlAng for is tne same but the ?ides

Bove output for SE are different. . :any re,earchers :ave to cne pcsi2

tion that the representations are tne same for the two dialects out some

of, the rules govern spoken output for 7E: diffEr irom ononologi-

cal ruies of SE. This thetry lo es strength wAen lan2Jage ace., ition cata

are exa:,ined. Young children to use a greater percertaz2 cf dialectal

feature, than adult speakers ,same dialect. Thus, the comm:only

accepter view that 1:3E begins forms and a plie rule, to arri,,e at

VEE output firms teems ,r".ontradictory. Ratner, it is more pla,cuiu

assume rout VBE-speakig children infer underlying pho.-.ologicaL repri,en-
a

t.ations that differ from tnose of SE, and they acquire additic_al

latr in life which allow them to increase tneir percentage cf output of

SE features..
1

A

In t:,e present SNdy, c-ildren's early spelling .[..ror,

homop'w,o-'ous'word. In 'TEE are ahal;zeu to deter7,Ine ,:heter s2ea,,rs of VS:7:

and SE :,ave inferred different underlying pnonological repr,.se.iatiuhs

to

accordLng to' the uialect tr.ey speak. From tht_sc

are drawn for the understading of VBE phono.oglcul

.acquisltio.i of dialect variability,

In con,idering tneories of pLo:.ulogica iu

4



to note the relationship of orthography to the phonologiL,1 s'iszem and its

effect on that system. Cnomsky and nalle's (1968) pre-Vowel S. _ft an-er-

lying phonological representations were claimed Co represent an ortb,,raphy

which, optimally represented.tne pronunciation features of word (p. 34,.

Luelsdorff (1974) fdlInd no evidence to support these pre-1,owel S..ift under-.

lyin ng representations in a fourteen-year-old speaker of VBE. e attributed

,2

this to the fact :hat this speaker was unfamiliar 'Wit:. chose lexical

which ma'- Pest Vowel Shift alternations (e.g., vain

divinity). Thus, there was no evidence from w'nich this speaker i-ave

incorporated eitner pre-Vowel Shift forms or the rule for sn;iiftin.g tne

underlying vowels.

Fasold (1969) maintains.that*if we suppose children learaihg a firs:
4

language USE evidence t'rom ortnograpnic alternations sitn as't--sist

resist (s-voicing intervocalicany in the latter) and resemle asscmdie

(geminate consonants to indicate a voiceless sound; the ratter) , Lien

presumably tey will not acquire tne dompetence'descrided Di tc.se rues

,until learning tne lexical items that show these alser---..tio:s and realizing

-consciously how they are related to pronunciation (p. 75).

as a speaker of l:nglisn learns 1atizate forms dnich Sniff

alternations, s/ _ must also learn tnaC these fgras are related: AL C7,1s
-41(

point, ne unuerlying repr.#ntations of the speaker may be acLasted to

accommodate tne relationship of these forms. It is hypotaesizeb in tnis

study test chid speakers of VBE wno are expo,l-ed to SE makc si:iiar 'adjust-

merits in that these adjust-rents depend on exposure to tne

forms and [Rat tl-ere,must be a,c.onsciouss reaeization c the pi.:t of



speaker tat the two forms are related. Further, the adjuscme_L _s claimed

to occur in the rale systemtvather that as a change i--, represen-

tation.

In alscussing the ,relation of orthography to under-yIng pho..o;:ogical

form, Steinberg (1973) disagrees with Chomsky and Haile (19b3;, asserting

that the child's initial representation of aiFord is close to . phonetic

repr sentation and is associated with what the word means, i.e., d reld-

r
tively nonabstract sound rep sentation of'a word is lined dire tly witn

a meaaing (p. 245). Steinb g argues that even though thrcugh t e cc,rse

of timA we develop phonolo ical rules and may cnange underlying forms to

those poitulated by Chom y and Halle, there is no reason to believe that
or

we lose te,:se connectio s between meaning and phonetic form.

Th, direct Lonnec ion between :,.caning and sound and Steincer:g's oelieL

that thia conAection maintained lead to the inference that sound meal-
y"'

atts importantly, a ild's early spt_iling attempts ant, furthLr, tha:these

early spelling attempts may be take-1 as a reflection of the ehila's

lying phonologica representation. In addition, Steinberg fuels that since

,/
underlying forms areTepresented at a level closer to tee sar-ate

level, one woul expOtt tit these inderlying phoholog'ical rep:es,tdtions

would vary cOr iderably from one dialect to another.

Varioui .eople have, 'investigate:1 and discussed yoang-ehiliLn's ortho-

Rua (1975) examined the ihvented spellings of tv.enty -drt_schoo_

child eh. sidc from minor variations, all the children

that cre imilar. Read took. these spelli0 to rcflLct tertain

about the hildren's Tepresentations of English sou-ids which ull:,2r(
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importantly from judgements which literatejdults would make (p. 330).

Read said that at an, early age, the children seemed to have LLrLrred that

letters represent sounds: do general, the children's spellings were con-
ti

sistent and had phonetic bases. Read presented evidence that -Iuly cnild-

ren's original spellings which occurred in his data with great frequency

cannot be explained in terms of the influence of standard spelling or by

s,conf.sion of letter shapes or unusual pronunciations. He inferred that

spellin, at least fpr young cnildren, represents a code on spoken language

(p. 76).

Chomsky 01971, 1975) also asserted that five- and six-year-old children
0

spell p.Aonetically, stating that their spellings must be deciphred is
s

their .own systems. She cited a child who wrote
1k
with as WP and pronoanced

it /wit/.

Henderson, Estes, 'and Stonecash (1972) looked at misspellings in cne

written work of Swenty,five beginning readers who were part,icipatirg in a

language-experience reading curriculum. Overall, ,patterns in the cnild-

rents spellings were consistent. Henderson et al., concluded Chat the
Mt,

misspellings of beginning readers reflect general knowledge of word form.

Based on spelling tanks in which nearly two hundred first- through

fourth-grade children participated, Beers, Beers,.and (f977)

cl6ded that children rarely make random errors in sp041 ag. They foanu

only a small number of ditferent spellings for each word. Beers et al.

drew an analogy between iarCguage acquisition and 1Larning to spell;

children do both by being exposed to input, developing and gradually re-

vising a rule system that will give acceptable standard output.

k



Brengelman (1970) dliscussed phorological underlying forms a., it re-

lates to orthography 'and ialects: He taintains that differences in pro-

nunciation among the dialects of English reflect differences is the a-1(1er-

lying phonological systems of speakers and, therefore, the English piing

system well fit some dialects better th.a.others.

Boiarsky(1969) analyzed the consistency between dialect4

pron.nciation of vowels and the spelling of words cont:Lning these vowels

in one hundred and fifty high school students in rural '..eat %,11-21.n la. She

.."

found that a large proportion of spelling errors rel-IlLa to crIalect ch-trac-
.

teristiCs. She inferred from the data that spelling and prpnuciation

patterns are interdependent but separate systems..

Graham and Rudor,f (1970) .aiministered an o-a ly presented ,,oelling task

to groups of sixth graders who spoke regional dial cts of Engi.,h. Graham
* - .

and Rudorf felt that the most significant influencing factor c.-: the spelliTing

If their subjects.w:as dialect,cand inferred that phonologiCal cues form a

basis for a significant part of a cnild's spelling performance.

All of these studies dealt with regional dialects. ...There is also evi-

dence that social dialectal pronunciation and spellinz performance in young .

children are related. Kligman, Cronnel, and Verna (1972) teste4Lblack ana

white s.cond.graders for spelling errors'predictable by aialett, using a

multiple choice format including'dialectalspellings, They fodhd that

spelling performance based on nondialect errors was comparable for both

groups, but that black children made significantly more'dialect-related

errors. They concluded that dialectal pronunciation and spe-lling are, re-

. lated, but did not'infer anything about possible relatiols to andel-lying

1

11
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phonological strdeture.

Wolfra:-.? and Whiteman (1971.) traced a great 'number of wriic..1, errors

to, dialect interference, asserting on this basis that tne ,phenomenon of

dialect interference was not limited to spoken language.

O'Neal and Trabasso (1976) felt that underlying phonological repre-

sentation might be reflected in children's spellings, and set out to find

empi ical evidence concerning the alphabetic principl. and Smith's (19;2)

denial that there is phonological mediation in the orthography. T.:e alpha-

betic principle is that a correspondence exists bctween written sympols,

and the sounds of the language. O'Neal and Trabasso investigated tne relate

tionship of spelling and phonology by examining how black and .rhite child-

Ten spelled words of four type's: (1) words not expected to be confused by

black or white speakers (e.g., tray, away; blue, glue);/(777woros expected

to be confused by SE speakers (ate, eigh; are, or); (3) words expected

t be confused in VBE (ball, boil; coal, cold); and (4) words t..at could

be expected to have phonological changes in VBE but not in SE (both, tooth,

coldest, wildest). Words chosen forthe latter two categories were chosen

from five categories of possible phonemic transformatl'ons given in Labov

(1969), These are: changes in the interdental fricatives d/, r- icssness,

vowel ct.,.hges nasal confusion (/I/ vs. /c/), and final consonant changes.

In their investigation, O'Neal and Trabasso had third- and fifth-grade

inner-city blacr, and white children and suburban white childre, participate

in a written spelling task presented orally by a middle class ,;!,ite teacher.

Their instructions required the children to repeat the words to themselves

five times and then write the word. This procedure was asedt6reda.e the
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possibility of the teacHet's pronunciation influencing the spelling. .The

expectation was that spelling would reflect underlying form,lana tnat if

words were homophonous (e.g., bear, bare) and therefore had the same under-
'

lying forms, they would be spelled in the same way. Words were presented

both in isolation and in sentential context, but only ore condition was

presented to any group of children.

J'Neal and Trabasso found that the children gave a Large proportion-

of homonyms in spelling the word§ of the confuseole categories (Types 2

and 3 above). They took this to be evidence fdir a sound-to-letter corres-

pondence in these children. However, all groups gave more homonymous

spellings for the SE-confusable words (words like ate eight, due do).

This may be related. td the fact that these Were the words which were pro-

nounced homophonouslyby the teacher. When words were presented in sen-
.

tential context, all groups of children gave about fifty percent fewer

homonymous spellings.

Their data was also analyzed in terms of the number of unconventional

variations in spelling which occurred. They found that in those categories

in which differences were expected for VBE speakers, black children gave 4

greater numblsr of unconventional spellings than did white children, but

tne effect decreased from third to fourth gr In a more detailed analy-

sis of the words, they looked at individual segments for variations in the

sound-to-letter correspondences which were predictable according to'Labov's

(1969) phonological description of VBE. Such variations were made by the

black ch4drenIsignificantly more often than by the white children.

In an analysis of the percentage of unconventional spellings conlormingi
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to the predicted sound-to-letter correspondence for VBE for tne'five

.phonological categories investigated, O'Neal and TrabassoIound that only

the third-grade children showed reliably higher proportions of ucconven-

tional spellings in.these categories. These differences were notmain-

tained by the black fifth graders except for /t/ in the final consonants

category (p. 184). In genera their results revealed_ that there is a

connr:tion between phonological representation and spelling.anu that

phonological differences in dialect do lead to spelling eifferences. Since

the third-grade black children had more of the predicted spelling varia-

tibns than whites but these variations were not maintalne'a in the uncSn-

ventional spellings''of the older blacks, O'Neal and'irabassO'c4oncluded

tnat schooling reduces unconventional variations in spelling and that

Smith's (1972) claim that the alphabetic principle bears little or no

relation to 'writing is in error.

The pre-Tlystudy was designed.to investigate th4 issue of underlying

. phonological representation of blacks and whites using a visually pre-

sented spelling task involving words which are supposedly homophOnous in

VBE. A dialect screening test was also administered to confirm which

children were actually speakers of VBE'`4

Studies of adult speakers of V8E suggest that tey have the same

underlying phonological representations as speakers of SE. Howevert, some

differences appear to be present in younger speakers of the two dialects
/-

(Labov, 1972a; Luelsdorff, 1975). As children move into adolescence,

they try to conform and identify with their peer group, and certain changes

in speech patterns result.. At this point, the older peer group has shifted

I)
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tbward SE,which influences the younger child entering this group.

iE may be inferred that the "purest" form of the dialec,,S, the greatest

percentage of many of the characteristic forms of,VBE,wi,:h the least

variability, might be found in the yongest. children.

If the dialectal 'differences do represent deep structure differences

in the underlying 'phonological forms, we would expect those unaerlying
./

form to affect the spelling patterns of VBE-speaking children. O'N'eal

and Trabasso's (1976) failure to find evidence confirming chi, hypothesis

P

,may have resulted from their using cdildren who were alrlady strongly

influenced by SE.

The present study, while similar in part to that of- O'Neal and

Trabasso, was designed to'test second graders who have habiess contact

with SE and less formal reading and spelling training. (All ,econd (4.1trs

were tested relatively early in the academic ye-4r.) If we ass,me that

cnild speakers of VBE have different underlying forms and that tney adjust

output forma eQ,be increasingly similar to SE with increasing exposui"e to
,

SE, ther, these second graders would have done less adjusting tnan older

children,N.g., the third and fifth graders in the O'Neal and Traba6so

study).

Context helped O'Neal and Trabasso's (1976) children disambiguate homo-

pponous'words. For all groups, context reduced homonymous speilings by

bout fifty percent. Based on these results, O'Neal and^Trabasso suggested

that meaning plays an important role in lessening the extent t.o which ra w
child relies on phonology to spell a word. The lack of reading and spelling'

experience of younger children would reduce the degree-to context

te

11
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helps them differentiate words via s_pelling.-0 All spelling words were

meaningfully.disambiguated by the visual presentatiop of the task in the
.

)present study. Findin,g that this use of context does not cause a signifi-

cant lack of homonymous spellings would support the assumption tnat younger.

_

children are relying rive heavily on phonology than on other factors as

aids 'ire spelling/ specifically, integrated motor sequences,rate spelling

list-, and analogic strategies as discussed in Smite (1972).

In order to examine the effects of regional dialect features on the

results'of the study,' two populations from different geographic areas were

.-/used. One population (Jersey 'City) was in'a farge east-coast metropolitan

area while the other (Lancaster, Pennsylvania) was an urban population

located in a poedominantly rural area of east-central,Perinsylvania. The

New Jersey New York metropolitan area has an r-less regional dialect.

Since r-lessness is also ajeature of VBE, it was anticipated that it

would be difficult,to investigate social dialect usage of r-lessness in the

Jersey City population. The regional dialect of LantasteA, PA, is a r-ful

one. Thus, it was possible t6111- examine r-lessness as a VBE feature in the

. Lancaster population.,

Subjects were 372 children ,(140 blacks and 232 Whites), ranging in age

fro" years, two months through 8 years, 11 months. All subjects were
%

beginnipg second graders whose-reading instruction had consisted of a.
I I

phobics approach.

The spelling task was presented to children in groups of,lo-2u a

classroom setting. The children were shown pictures and asked Lo,gucns

:1-11,01y word which corrspondold to each picture. Neither the investigator nor

1 `)ti

10-
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the teacher and aides said ithe word. Once the'cortt word had been iden-
,

tified, children were instructed to say it to themsAves'end teen write

the word.

The pairs of words and catego'ries of dialectal change which render

them homophonous are given in Table_12.with descriptions of how each

was depicted.

\ dialect screening task was administered to 174 of,,the,subjects (those(

/

for'whom parental consent had been obtained). A point biserial correlation 1

t
.

. 1

1,of .96 (p i.01) between speaker race and dialect' was obtained. This high

correlation, along with evidenci that the co relations between race and

spelling ,54, p <910) and dialect and .spelling (r = .53, p < .01)

_ Awere. high and similar, supported the analysis oftspelling results by rade
--

. 4( . . At,'
groups.

The spelling results werc'scored both by VBE Ilmophonous pairs and by

individual words. Ignoring city differences, blacks spelled sighificant)S'

mare of the VBE homophonoLks word pairs identically than did whites, as may

be seellip Taole 2. In t3xamining identical spelling Of word pairs for

.individual populations of the two cities however, tnese results were

ficant oply for the Lancaster population.

Word pairs were categorized either as identical, similar, or different.
e.`

Correctness was not considered, since'e.g. sic would De incorrect for either

ir6or six, but was,iR fact, used as the spelling for both memb,rs of

thats--lair by several children. Similar spellings were those in which the

. child used phorietic spellings which would be pronounced the same, such as

kat and cat for caught and court.

13
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Table 1. Pairs of BEV homophones and the dialectal phonLmic
changes expected, with an indication of how each
was depicted.

Final consonant devoicing

cab 1 a taxi cab; cap a ball cap
bag a ifrpeery,baD full of groceries; back.- a man with a bare torso,

seen from the rear
seed several seeds lying on the ground next tO a plant; seat

theater seats
pig - a pig; pick a hand pulling an apple from a tree branch
robe -'a,man's bathrobe; rope a coil of rope beside a noose

Loss of final consonant and/or consonant cluster ryduction

belt a man's leather belt., bell a'large, conventionally shaped be1,1-
road a road winding off into fields, over hills; row rows of

.theater seats
cold a man, warmly dressed, shiverin , with an ici,-.1e.on his nose;

coal a man in a miner's has ith a light) shoveling coal
41ina -'a mechanical robot toy with a prominent, wind-up key on its

back; wine a corked bottle containing dark liquid, 'beSide a
. wine glass

hold a woman holding a baby; hoe a man using a hoe in a garden
six a'farge numeral 6; sick - a boy with an unhappy face, droopy

eyes, an ice pack on his head, andatheTmometer in nis mouth
toast two slices of bread coming out of a toaster; toes the front

portion of a'bare-foot

R-deletion

guard 3 night watchman with a gui, holding a fla hlight; god a

g Eipre in flowing robes standing on a clout
court a man. standing in a pleading manner before a judge who is

e
seated at a udge's bench in a courtroom; caught a ball'
glove catch', a base'ball

d
Vowel change `"

pen a ball point,pen With a pocket clip; pin an open safety pin
Len a large Amaral 1(); tin -'an openea tin can
peel a woman peeling a potato, with a long peel hanging down from

the potato; pill a bottle of pills, with a few individual
tablets lying at the base of the bottle

pound a hammer striking a surface; pond a small body' of watcr on
a farm, with a duck swimming on it

beer a can, bottle, and glass of foamihg beer; bear a bear

14
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Tlenle 2. Percent of word pairs in which members were spelled
identically and/or similarly.

Identical

Identical Similar Simildr

Jersey City

13

IP
White ..

percent
standard deviation

Black
percent

standard deviation

5.26
.05

15.71
.12

111

'3.52
/.04'

7.52

.07

8.77

.07

23.22

.13.

t (19)' 1.72 .94 2.04*--;

Lancaster

..White
percent 4.93 1.49 6.42

stglittard deviation .06
*
03 ,07

;beck ,

percent 13.20 3.69 16.89

standard deviation .09 - .05 .11

t (19) 6.41** 2.39** 6.71**

Both Cities Combined

White
,r

percent 5.15 2.86 8.01
standard 41eviation .06 .04 .07

Blac.Lj
percent 14.66 5.92 20.58

standard deviation .11 .07 .12

t (19) 11.32** 5.28;,/.! 12.32**

* p < .05

** p < .01

4It



T-tests for the difference between independent r.,eansre performad for

black and white children's identic4'and similar spellings of word pairs,

for Jersey City subjects,'Lancaster subjects, and
4

cities:.

Results, in Table 2, fiapairs in which the two memoers were spelled

similarly (as definedtabQve) show the same pattern. For the entire popula-

subjects from both

tion ;both cities combined), blacks spelled significantly more word pairs

similarly than did whit4. An analysis of the two city populations

separately revealed this,6ame distribution, but the differerlce as .signifi-

cant only in the Lancaster population, as seen in Table 2.

Since both identical and similar spellings of the members of word

pairs reveal a dialectal spelling, these two measures were combined. Tne

results (Table 2) 'show that blacks in both cities produced significantly

snore dialectal spellings than whites

Tables 3 and 4 give the percentages of identical and si:;111ar spellings

for each word pair by children in the racial and city groupings. In
01.7

general, more black'Chilaren gave Identical or similar spellings than did

white children. There were only three exceptions to this.

.

Th. final consonant 4evoicing category had the lost percentages of

black children giving identical spellings for word paers, while vowel

change pairs.had the highest. Vowel change words were also spelled

identically by higher percentages of whites than were pairs it any other

category.

Identical results c be seen in the Lancaster population, with tlie

single (exception that no children gave identical or si-:;.111.- spellings for

the pair six sick.

.4
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'Table 3. Percent of children spelling each pair identically
'and similarly for Jersey City and Lancaster compined..

Final consonant
.devoicing

t,,Thire Bl.ck

Identical Similar Identical Similar

cab - cap 4.2 U 5.1 2.6
bv back 1.0-, 0 0 0

pit pick 1.0 0 2.6 2.6
feed feet ,

'seatseed e

. 2.1

0

b

0-

6.4

10.3
3.8

1.3
40be rope 1.0 0

t

3.8 0

Loss of final consonant
and/or cluster reduction

.

, belt- bell ' 2.1 0 2.6 0

road row N. 1.0 0 11.5 5.1
wind wine 9.4 0

..
19.2 14.1

hold hoe , 1.0 0 9.0 2.6

dir
is.ix sick
*toast - toes

1.0

1.0

0

4.2
0

14.1

. 0

9'L

R-deletion

guard - god 10.4 0 15.4 10.3
court - caught 10.4 4.2

t

14.1 9.0

Vowel change

pen pin 4.2 0 30.S 9.0
ten tin 5.2 0 24.4 0

_peel pill 7.3 1.0 21.8 7.7
pound pond 7.3 0 6.4 Ilk 0 .

betr bear 6.3 0 19.2 2.6
IA

4
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Table.4. Percent of children spelling each 'pair identic3.12y
and similarly for each city._

Jersey City

a
Lu ',caster

aite - Black

I'den. Sim. Iden.'44 Sim. Idea. S17.

Final consonant
devo'cing

4.8 0 2i.1 2.2 3.0 0cab cap
bag tack ,

pig pick All%,

feed feet

0

0

1.6

'b

0

0

0

2.2

2.2

0

0

4.4

3.0

3.0

3.0

0

,J

0

seed seat 0 0 15.5 2.2 3 0
robe rope

o

0 -0 0 0 3.0

4

,
3

-.

Loss of final consonant
and /opt cluster reduction

V.
belt bell 3.2 0 2.2 0 0 0

road row 0 0 17.8 8.9 3 U
wind wine 9.5 '0 17.8 22.2 9.1 0
hold hoe 0 0 '-\13.3 4.4 3.3 6

six sick 1.6 0 0 '0 u 0
toast --toes 0 6.3 15.6 6.? 3.0 6

RR-

R-delet?on

.15.9 0 24.4 15.6 3 0guard god

court caught 14.3 22.2 22.2 28.9 3.0 0

Vowel change

4.8 0 24.4 0 3.0 0 J
pen pin
ten tin 6.3 0' 26.7 0 3:) 0
peel pill 7.9 1.6 15.6 6.7 6.1 0
pound pond 6.3 0 8.9 0 9.1 0
beer bear 6.3 6 20.0 6.1 0

18

Black

Idea: Slm.

9.1 3.0

0 0

3.0 6.1

12.1 3.0

3.6 0

9.1 0

, 3.0 0

3.0

21.2 /4.0
3., 0

0 0

12.1 12.1

3.0 3.0

9.1 12.1

3.4 0

21.2 0

30.3 9.1

3.0 0

18.2 3.0

SIM
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00.
The. general trends were the same forthe Jersey City polulation.

How ver, the exceptional items differed and there were four exceptions.

;

The results of the analysis of the spelling wor, pair's supports the
4

hyp thesis that some black children have identical underlying phonological

re esentations for some homophonous word pales. These results also

su gest that both black and white children have a greater tendency to

,

cottsse ulbords in the vowel change pairs than wards in the other cate-

g
ies. This may be because the sound-letter correspondence Englisn is

1 st systematic fQr vowels.

The word pairs involving r-deletiorr gat-ftstEd, ca -, court) were

spelled identically/similarly by a high
v

liercentage,..1 whites in Jersey.
.1'

City, but not by4ites in Lancaster. The regional 1Vialect in Jersey `

. A . ...

City is an r-less dialect, so that :,lacks and whites ka this community
0

have r-deletion as a rule of tneir phonology. This is 'a 'a plausible explana-

tion for the_failure to fi:id a significant difference be yeen the two

groups in Jersey City. .. ,

IR-word pairs were eliminated from the data and t-tes s of independent

ans were _done. A significant diffe nce was found'between the percent

of Jersey City black vs. white children spelling pairs of words identiLally

(see Table 5) and for identi{al and similar spellings comoined. The differ-
/ /

ences for the Lancaster group remain significant as wheh the r-word pairs

were included. However,the difference between blaLks zinc, w-ices for

pairs spelled similarly was not significant for either city. :h..s

to the fact that many children used k for c in one memocr of t_e pair
'

caught - court, thus a pair which was very freq,:entl.) scored a, ,1:-i1ar

was eliminated through elimination of the r-pairs.

19
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Tabl. 5. ,Percentages of word pairs in which mem ers were spelled
identically or.imilarly, with pairs involving r elimi-
nated.

Identical

Identical Similar Similar

Jersey City

White
percent

standard deviation

Black
percent-

standard deviation

it (17)

3.77

.05

13.'35

.12

Lancaster

White
percent 4.80
standard deviation .06

Black
percent 12.54

standard deviation .10

t (17) \ 5.84*
t ,

Both Cities Combined

White
pirent 4.10
standard deviation .05

Black
percent 13.01
standard deviation .11

t (17) 10.38*

t 0 < .01~

\ 2.42 , 6.19

.04 .07

5.26 18.63
.06 .13

2.ul 3%57*

1.49 ^ 6.28
.03 .07

3.11 ' 15.66

.05 .11

2.21 3.06*

a

2.12 4 6.22
, .04 .07

4.38 17.39
.06 .12

4.40* 3.42*

a 1

4.

4
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For the analysis of tYle spellings of ilndividuaYword:Tour categories

ere used: (1) correct and phonetic, (2) dialectal,-(3) hypercorrect/intru7

sive consonant, and (4) uninterpretable. Phonetic'spelliags were those

which had the correct consonants (or similar ,consonants) for a phonetic

sp.e1;ing of th'e SE pronunciation of the word..' Dialectal spellings were

those in which t1e Child appeareCto be spelling the output of one of the

dialectal phOnemic change rules for VBE (r-deletion, final consonant dele-

tion or devoicing, consonant cluster reduction).

23

Vords in which d hypercorrection was observed,-the most common example

being an r in the words caught and god, were pl'ac,ed in the third category, .

hypercorrect/intrJsive e'onsonant. Also placed in this Category -were intru-
.

f
sive consonants which were not hypercortections because the oppoling member

of the homophonous iltir does not carry that consonant. For example, addl.-

tion of a d to coal (c.f., pair member cold) is a hypercorrection. But the

addition of K to belt (giving belk), which was not only found in the spelling

but observed in the pronunciation of the Jersey City black children, cannot

be classified as a hyperCorrection. These cases were classified as intru-

ive. Due to the similarity of these two types bf errors, however, they

were combined as one category. AP

Other unconventional spellings were categorized as uninterpretable

(e,g., coybar for court), as were spellings which indcatedrthatthe child

had spelled the wrong word (e".g., caot, assumed tope the word coat, for robe).

Vowel change was not;included i-, this analysis since spelling of vowels

not c-ns..stent enough to reveal these changes. If 4he vowel was iden-

tical to that of the other member- of t.-.e homophonous pair and consonants

21
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. exhibited a dialectal pattern, giving basically a "similar" spelling as de-

fired in the homophonous pairs analysis, this word was consid6red to repre-

sent a dialectal spelling. For example, given the spellings cat and kat

for ca' u ht and court, respectively, cat or kat (court)wouldbe classified,

a3' dialectal. Ot'lerwise, the vowel-change words were placed according tp

their consonants in one of the other three'categories. Nasal:confusion

words were dealt with in the same way, e.g., for the pair pin pen,,use of

pen as a spelling for pin or vice verAa was considered to be adialectal

spelling; pan was considered di
((c-tal.only

if both-words w re Spelled
4

this way.

S:\?or each of the five spelling response types, a two-way analysis of

variance was performed (2 cities x 2 races). As may be seen in T'able 6,

:,ce was found t-o be a main effect for all five independent variables.

P'acks produced fewex correct and phonetic spellings than whites. but more

a

dialecta', hypercorrect/intrusive and uninterpret'able spellings. For the

,correct and dialectal categories, city was also a main effect. Lancaster

childr.4.- spelled more words correctly While Jersey City children gave more

spellings. (Means are given in Table 7.)

There were two-way interactions of city x race for phonetic and dia-
I

1

lectal snellingls. Til interaction fot the phonetic category is attribut-

able to tlie fact that Jersey City whites spelled more words phonetically

either Jersey City blacks or Lancaster whites or blacks, while the

Jersey r:ty blacks spelled fewer worts phonetically than LAc aster whites

or black,. 5cheffe tests revealed tnat the difference between the means

for Jersey City blacks and whites was significant at the 957 lev9 of

we

22
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Table 6. Analyses of variance of spelling'response types by
race and city.

c ),

/

111

r

Correct Spelling

Phonetic Spelling
.

G

Dialectal Spelling

21

kr.

Source of
Variation DF Mean Square F

o

City

Race

City x Race

Error

.

City

Racer

City x Race

Error

.

City

Race

City x Race

Error

Hypercorrect/Intrusive
Consonant Spelling

Uninterpretable

* p < .01

City .

Race

City x Race

Error

City

Race

City x Race

Error

23.0

4

1 584.11.

1 6687.59

1 0.02

368 60,37

)

1 4.95

1 828.03

1 470.83

368 35.20

C

1 356..19

1 6580.07

1 265.32

368 9.77

13.23

1 352.84

1 1:00

368 5.83

1 0.32

1 113.45

1 20.17

368 7.05

9'.68*

110.77*
b.

,.04

40

0.14

23.53*

13.38*

,

36.47*

673.77*

26.25*

2.27

60.49*

0.17

0:05

16410*

2.94



Table 7. Means for spelling response types by city and race.

Correcttpelling

Jer;',City Lancaster

White 1.62 20.25

Black 8,82 ' 11.42

Dialectal Spelling

Hersey City Lancakter

White 2.43 1.81

Black 12.56 8.42

Uninterpretable Spelling
.e-

Jersey City Lancaster

White Q.88 1.35 //...

Black 2.42 1.89

Phonetic Spelling

Jersey City Lancaster

White

Black

White

Black

17.59 15.42

12.60 15.21

Hypercorrect/Intrusive
Consonant, Spelling -

Jersey City, Lancaste r

White

Black

1.48 1.17

3.59 3.06

Number of Children

Jersey City Lancaster

157 75 .

78 . 62

24
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Confidence (comparison value = 2.21) and that the difference tetween the

means for Jersey City and Lancaster blacks was,significant at the 99% level

of confidence*(comparison value = 2.89).

The city x race interaction for the dialectal, category is attributable

to the higher means _for Jersey City as compared to Lancaster subjects and

the higher mtans of blacks as compared to,whites; the difference between

the blacks in the two cities was larger than the difference between the

whites. Scheffe tests revealed significant differenceebei6ween the means

for blacks and whites in both cities and between the means for'blacks in

1
Jersey City and Lancaster (comparison value = 2.14, at the 99% level of

confidence).

These results indicate that for both the'Jersey City and the Lancaster

poOlations, black children spelled more words in a manner parallel to wnat

has bee -r reported for spoken forms of VBE and had greater difficulty-Oro-

ducing standard (correct or phonetic) forms. In addition, children from.

the metropolitan area exhibited greater difficulty with spelling than

children from Lancaster-.
ov

The present study adds to the evidence that early spOiling is influenced

by the dialect spoken by children. These data support the hypothesis that

childreh who speak iiffereht dialects have different underlying phonological

forms. In-the analysis of homonymods spellings of the word pairs presented,

a significantly higher percentage of blacks spelled pairs identically and

similarly than did whites, although these differences were more marked for

the Lancast,2r subjects than for the Jersey City subjects.

The analysis of spelling errors, If words assumed to be homophonous

2
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in VBE but

24

in SE,,i:evealed significantly greater numbers of spelling

errors among the :black children than among White children. Furthermore,

ter,
.tehe errors of the black children consisted of spelling the homophonous

words in the same way, reflecting the lack of diff4rentiation manifest in

the spoken language: The consistency of th'e unconventional spellings for

large numbers of black children nullifies the alternative that black child-

ren made more spellingerrdrs simply due to school failure or intellectual

40.4se.
inferior.it01y. .

The relationship between spelling and phonology was given further in-
,

direct support by the results of the data related to r-less dialects. Most

black dialects are r-less, while most white' dialects are not. In the Lan-
)

caster population of the *resent study, the difference between the two

dialects was reflected in the sAlling it,i/rds involving the letter r. In

Jersey City, however, the dialect of both blacks and Ahites is r-less and

this was refle4ted by an absence of difference between the two racial, groups

on spelling words involving r. When the r-words were eliminated from the

data significantly more blacks than whites among the Jersey City subjects

were found to have spelled members of word pairs identically.

Further evidence for differing underlying phonological representations

in VBE and SE is fo,ind in the analysis of the unconventional spellings of

individual words. Blacks exhibited a significantly greater frequency of

e

dialectal spellings than did whites in both cities. In addition, before

the removal of the words containing r, blacks in both cities showed a

significantly higher usage of hypercorrect or intrusive consonants. Many

of these were intrusive, indicating that the children were unaware'of what
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:the correct consonant should have be If the hypercorrect/intrusive

category consisted predominantly of r -words

25

t coullpe argued that this

was a function; at least irk Jersey City,'of the regional r-less dialect.

However, had this been the case, no significant differences would have

been expected between Jersey City blacks and whites, but such differences

were, in fact, found.

Also, Jersey City subjects, who were found to have more dialectal

differences than the ;,ancaster subjects, had significantly mor& hyper-

correct/intrusiver)spellings than the Lancaster group (both blacks andwhites)

even with the r-data e)4111inated. The presence! of high percentages of

type of spelling; in some cases equallf*the'4Perentages of dialectal

spellings given by the children, can be interpPeted as evidence that the

children have different underlying phonological forms from those of adults
.

(which, in general, are thought to mirror conventional orthography). Hyper-

corrections and insions are evidence that 'an attempt is being made to

alter the output by changing the 'form or forMulating adjustment rules,

but that adjustment has not .let been completed.

On the basis of the chi+dren's spelling respolis in this study, it

is Claimed that children in early second grade are in a state of transi-

tion concerning underlying phonological 41sentations. They eem to have,

as hypoth ized by Braine (1974), taken their underlying resetitations

directly rom the data mast frequently heard by them in their. environment,

i.e., from the dialect spoken by their families and their peertroups. As

the nature of that data changes, t children, who have a flexible phonolo-
-.

gical system at 'this point, apply an adjustment process to their underlying

representations.

27
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SuEh a position is compatible with Donegan and Stampe's (1978) concep-

tion. of underlying form as a representation in permanent memory. Viewing

underlying form as a representation in permanent memory implies that the

tmsic underlying representation does not change. Rather, adjustment must

be in the form of new rules which are applied to the underlying representa-

tion to give different output. Thus, while the data of the present study

support Braine's notion that underlying phonological form is initially

inferred as phonetic and environmentally influenced, they do nolit support

his particular" method of adjustment, i.e., changing or restructuring under -

lying representation within each speaker. The adjustment, according to the
b

findings of the present study, is most probably done through rules.

Hudson's (1975) discussion of the phenomenon of levelling resembles

Brain 's adjustment hypothesis but explains it through rules. It may bE
s

the case that a child adopts a phonemic underlying form, then constructs/

acquires rules relating this to alternantS', whether they are phonetic alter-

nants (as in Braine, 1974)-or an alternation between dialects (as in test:

4r. SE /test/, VBE /tes/). In the former case (phonetic alternants), the rule

would be categorical. In the latter (dialectal alternation), the rule

would apply variably dependent upon social situational factors. In this

case,'Hudson's leveling would be the replacement of the first dialect by a

second. This is a not uncommon phenomenon among VBE and other nonstandard

dialect speakers. Many of them, having learned to code-switch effectively,

will gradually move toward exclusive use of the standard dialect.

Based _on the spelling data from this study and the literature concerning

child spelling and phonological acquisition, it appears that the underlying
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phonological representations from persons speaking other dialects f4those

O
words whose pronunciations differ for the two dialects. The educational

system and greater social mobility of adults tend to have an equalizing

effect on dialect, so that adjustments maw by children move toward a

phoncilogy which corresponds to SE, the prestige dialect.

29
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